In the postwar years, the Japanese cotton industry has been host to quite a number of survey and study misions from abroad. Some of the most noteworthy on the technical side include the Leather Mission headed by Mr. E. C. Martin which was dispatched by the U.S. Government, and the more recent group organ ized by the N.C.C.A. and headed by Dean M. E. Campbell of North Carolina State College.
The Japanese cotton industry, in turn, has sent survey missions abroad, inlcuding the one dispatched to the American Textile Machinery Exhibition held in Atlantic City in April 1954, which I had the honour to head.
On this occasion, I had the opportunity of visiting more than twenty different laboratories, universities, institutions and other organizations -including the Department of Agriculture, the National Cotton Council in Memphis, and the S.R.R. Laboratories in New Orleans. I also paid official visits to nine spinning and finishing mills.
After our group broke up, I made personal visits to numerous other American mills. I later visited Canada and South America. It is grati fying indeed to realize that this two and a half months' tour of mine enabled me to acquaint myself with so many of the technical and ope rational features of mill management in the United States.
The spindleage in the mills I visited during my stay in the United States came to a total of 1,160,000. Since the total American spindle age is 22,600,000, this figure indicates that I barely covered 5% of the mills in actual opera tion.
It would, consequently, be hasty to form any definite conclusions upon conditions in the American cotton industry on the basis of what I saw. I shall, therefore, confine myself simply to giving my impressions of the American cot ton industry and of its technical features as compared with those in Japan. At the Atlantic City exhibition I saw the best of the world's spinning techniques on view, and was inspired by the tremendous engine ering developments made in this field the world over.
The exceedingly high productivity shown by American mills both in the Northern and the Southern States were deeply impressive to me.
The most noteworthy fact in this respect lay in the smallness of the labour force employ ed per unit of production.
The figures for the mills I visited are indicated in Table 1 , and these are substantially half the figure for Japan. The American cotton industry operates 22, 600,000 spindles in spinning frames and 430,000 weaving looms. Its annual consumption of raw cotton amounts to 9,000,000 bales or close to four and a half times the amount allotted to Japan for the one year beginning April 1, 1955.
America has an exportable surplus in raw cotton amounting to 4,000,000 bales, after filling all her domestic requirements. Japan's total spindleage is 8,019,000 (as of March 31, 1955) and the average count of Japanese yarns stands at 30.45's. On the assumption that the per spindle capacity of Japanese mills on a 16 hour day basis stands at 0.49 pounds for 30's, Japan would be able to consume the equivalent of 2,850,000 bales of American cotton annually. Actually however, she is able to import a mea gre 71 / of this total capacity, which is the fundamental reason why in Japan such meticu lous care and attention is called for in the selec tion and the use of raw cotton. A contrasting picture presents itself in United States.
Favored by an abundant supply of raw cotton, the American industry has ready access to the particular grade best suited for the type of finished product for which it is intended. 
Simplification and Specialization in the Products
Another major factor contributing to high productivity in the American cotton industry lies in the simplicity of the producing processes. This means that the variety and number of both yarns and textiles are reduced and simpli fied, and that integrated processing is applied upon a wholesale scale. These are some of the predominant features of the cotton industry in America.
Another feature is that the products of each company have distinctive characteristics which are a result of high-degree specialization. As an illustration, a certain mill. with 100,000 and some spindles and 2,900 looms in operation, limits its raw material exclusively to high-grade Mississippi Delta cotton, of which it consumes 34,000 bales every year.
Another mill simplifies its processes to such an extent that it spins both warp and weft yarns from the same grade and type of cotton.
By such simplificat'on and specialization it is possible to avoid confusion in the processing methods by reducing the necessity for making unnecessary changes and, this brings about stability in operating methods and uniformity in quality.
With a teeming population of 87,000,000 crowding her tiny islands of an area of only 142,200 square miles and totally dependent upon imported supplies for her raw materials, the Japanese cotton industry can hardly aspire for such high-degree simplification and spe cialization.
The alternative for her is to rely upon her industrious and willing labor force to try to turn out products which elsewhere would cost too much in labor to be produced profitably.
Rationalization

Measures in Machinery and Equipment
The history of the Ameican cotton industry goes back 315 years to 1640, when English set tlers began spinning operations in New Eng land, the first American cotton spinning mill being set up in Beverly, Massachussetts.
Despite its old history, equipment in Ameri can mills has been on the decrease in recent years, although the rate of decrease has not been excessive. For instance, in 1943 the spin dleage totalled 24,070,000; in 1952 it declined by 6% to 22,6000,000.
This means that most American mills are not necessarily modern or new. Conditions are rather that the old mills are making selective improvements and replacements of their equip ment aimed at attaining the maximum mecha nical and labor efficiency with the means at hand. This process of rationalization will be illustrated and detailed in the following. ( a) Simple and Continuous Processing American mills carry out the opening and picking of cotton in one operation, and their lay out plans for machines used in opening and picking are extremely simplified. This reduces the overworking of fibers and thus cuts down on the number of neps appearing. Figure 1 shows some typical example of the layout of American opening and picking machines. Four to six bales are fed into one blending feeder , so that blendings can be carried out for a minimum of 12 bales up to a maximum of 60 . In one mill, I saw counts ranging from 25's to 47's being spun from. a single blending. This method of operation is not readily applicable in Japan, where raw cotton accounts for a major proportion of the price of yarn and we are unavoidably forced to select distinctive grades of raw cotton for each count in the narrow range of counts we produce.
For example , we have to select one blend for 20's another for 30's and so forth. And because Japanese 7 mills produce yarns in a variety counts , they cannot apply the opening and picking machines now in operation in America. Figure 2 shows the type of picker now in use in the most modern type of Japanese mill. In this single process picker, the cotton laid on both sides of the creeper lattice is spread by hand on the lattice in successive layers. This, I believe, is a distinctive feature of the Japanese cotton spinning methods today. From the nature of the opening and picking machines now in use, three-passage drawing frames are common in Japan, although two passage frames common in the United States are also coming into general use.
It must be realized, of course, that these two-passage frames call for the application of the 5-roll system, the lap drawing system. or the 3-over-4 system. Roving in America is carried out by the one-process system for counts up to 40's and by the two-process system for finer counts. For counts above 30's, the spinning frame is fed by double-roving, which means that the draft in roving processes must be increased, and this is effected by using high-draft rovers. 
